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base passages Which align With the corresponding sink top 
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MODULAR FAUCET ASSEMBLY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to plumb 
ing ?xtures and the like, and more speci?cally to a faucet 
assembly for installation With a conventional bathroom or 
other sink, Which permits different accessories to be installed 
With the faucet. The present modular faucet assembly 
includes a single central faucet and control valve, With the 
opposite left and right ends of the ?xture attaching to the 
conventional valve passages of the sink. Different accesso 
ries, such as a liquid soap dispenser pump and a retractable 
spray noZZle, may then be installed through each end of the 
modular assembly, or the end passages may be capped as 
desired. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] Plumbing and Water supply systems have long 
provided for both hot and cold Water at various points in a 
structure, e.g., kitchen, bathroom, laundry, etc. Traditionally, 
the hot and cold Water supply faucet or ?xture comprised a 
single faucet With tWo separate hot and cold Water control 
valves. In both cases, the sink, countertop, etc. to Which such 
a system is af?xed, requires a central passage for the single 
handle faucet, as Well as separate passages to each side 
thereof for the hot and cold Water controls as required/ 
needed for tWo handle faucets. 

[0005] A later development Was the single control valve 
for controlling both hot and cold Water ?oW from a single 
central faucet or spigot. Such valves may comprise a lever 
handle, or alternatively a ball-shaped or otherWise con?g 
ured control. While various principles of operation are used, 
they all provide the same general function, i.e., the use of a 
single control and mixer unit for controlling both hot and 
cold Water ?oW from a single faucet. 

[0006] Such single control units are plumbed by connect 
ing the hot and cold Water supply lines to the input ?ttings 
in the base of the control, With all Water supply lines either 
passing through the single central opening in the back of the 
sink or countertop, or through the sink openings to the left 
and right of the central opening. Thus, the additional tWo 
openings provided conventionally for separate hot and cold 
Water control valves are not needed for such single valve 
systems, and must be capped or concealed in some manner. 

[0007] HoWever, many sink installations are provided 
With additional convenience features, such as liquid soap 
dispenser pumps, separate spray noZZles and ?exible Water 
supply lines therefor, etc. Each of these additional conve 
nience features requires an additional hole or passage in the 
sink back or countertop. As these features may or may not 
be desired in any given installation, their installation 
requires a custom made, or at least custom modi?ed, sink or 
countertop in order to accommodate these various accesso 
ries. Yet, practically all sinks include the additional passages 
for separate hot and cold Water control valves, even though 
they are not necessarily needed When a ?xture using a single 
central control valve is installed. 

[0008] The present invention provides a solution to the 
above problem, by providing a single modular Water supply 
?xture having a single central faucet and single control valve 
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Which serves to control the quantity of both hot and cold 
Water, and mix the tWo, using a single valve. Such devices 
are Well knoWn, as indicated in the discussion further above. 
Conventionally, such devices attach to the conventional sink 
passages to each side of the central passage, using ?ttings to 
each end of the assembly. The ends of the device do not 
include any plumbing components, and serve only as attach 
ment points for securing the device to the underlying sink or 
countertop, or as openings for the hot and cold supply for the 
faucet. 

[0009] The present invention also includes left and right 
passages to each side of the central faucet and control valve, 
Which align With the conventional passages provided in the 
standard sink back or countertop. The present modular 
faucet assembly thus alloWs other accessories, such as liquid 
soap dispensing pumps and spray noZZles With their ?exible 
supply lines, to be installed through the left and right 
passages of the device and through the corresponding pas 
sages in the standard sink or countertop. These accessory 
attachment passages also serve as anchor points for securing 
the ?xture to the underlying sink or countertop. Thus, the 
sink or countertop need not be customiZed or modi?ed for 
the inclusion of such additional features, When the present 
invention is used. 

[0010] A discussion of the related art of Which the present 
inventor is aWare, and its differences and distinctions from 
the present invention, is provided beloW. 

[0011] US. Pat. No. 3,571,821 issued on Mar. 23, 1971 to 
Jack N. Kaiser, titled “Plumbing Fixtures,” describes various 
embodiments of a specially con?gured sink to Which a 
single control faucet and other accessories (liquid soap 
dispenser, drain closure lever, etc.) may be installed. One 
embodiment is relatively complex, including various dis 
pensers, electrically poWered accessories, etc. HoWever, 
each of the Kaiser embodiments requires a specially manu 
factured and con?gured sink, With the sink including a 
rearWardly disposed pylon to Which the other ?ttings are 
installed. While Kaiser notes that one can change the ?ttings 
and accessories of his assembly by changing the escutcheon 
atop the sink pylon, the fact remains that Kaiser requires a 
specially con?gured sink for installing his ?xtures in the ?rst 
place. In contrast, the present invention comprises a spe 
cially con?gured faucet assembly, Which provides for instal 
lation on an existing conventional sink and Which alloWs 
different accessories to be installed thereWith, Without need 
to replace an escutcheon or any of the plumbing or sink 
components. The present invention is thus considerably 
more versatile and economical than the Kaiser ?xture. 

[0012] US. Pat. No. 3,623,638 issued on Nov. 30, 1971 to 
Sabine Henning et al., titled “Liquid Dispenser For ShoWer 
Bath,” describes an add-on assembly comprising a Wall 
mounted liquid soap tank connected to a dispenser Which is 
removably attached to the shoWer noZZle. The Henning et al. 
device has no provision for attaching to a sink, and cannot 
serve as a mounting point for a faucet assembly and other 
accessories, as does the present ?xture. 

[0013] US. Pat. No. 4,625,896 issued on Dec. 2, 1986 to 
Gianpaolo Rocchelli, titled “Device For Dispensing Liquid 
Soap,” describes an add-on soap dispenser for attachment to 
an existing faucet assembly. The Rocchelli device ?ts 
around the base of the faucet, and requires that the faucet be 
at least loosened and raised from its attachment to the 
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underlying escutcheon or plate, in order to install the Roc 
chelli device beneath the edges thereof. The Rocchelli 
device is relatively limited in comparison to the present 
invention, as Rocchelli provides only a soap dispenser 
Which attaches to an existing sink faucet. In contrast, the 
present modular assembly provides a neW faucet and con 
trol, Which includes means for attaching various other ?x 
tures thereto or capping and concealing the attachment 
points, as desired. 

[0014] US. Pat. No. 4,650,470 issued on Mar. 17, 1987 to 
Harry Epstein, titled “Portable Water-Jet System,” describes 
various embodiments of an assembly Which attaches to an 
existing Water faucet or tap. The Epstein assembly essen 
tially comprises a diverter valve Which threads to the end of 
the faucet, a solution mixing container, and a How control 
valve. The Epstein assembly provides only the relatively 
limited function of diverting Water ?oW from the faucet, 
mixing a substance thereWith, and dispensing the Water and 
substance mix. Epstein does not provide any structure for 
attachment to an existing Water supply system, Which struc 
ture alloWs the modular installation of various accessories 
thereWith as desired, as does the present modular faucet 
assembly invention. 

[0015] US. Pat. No. 4,671,316 issued on Jun. 9, 1987 to 
Irlin H. Botnick, titled “Faucet Manifold,” describes a 
?xture having a base formed of stamped components, rather 
than being conventionally cast. The Botnick ?xture is 
adapted for use With a plumbing system having separate hot 
and cold Water control valves, With the hot and cold Water 
lines extending to respective valves to each side of the 
central faucet, rather than being connected to a single central 
mixer valve, as in the present modular faucet assembly. As 
the Botnick ?xture utiliZes the left and right openings in the 
back of the sink or countertop for the Water supply lines to 
pass therethrough, he cannot provide for the modular instal 
lation or replacement of other accessories in those openings, 
as provided for by the present invention. 

[0016] US. Pat. No. 5,114,048 issued on May 19, 1992 to 
Robert M. Minke, titled “Faucet Assembly Having Integral 
Liquid Product Dispenser,” describes an assembly Which 
makes use of the space to each side of a single mixer control 
valve and faucet unit, by incorporating a liquid soap and/or 
lotion dispenser to each side thereof. HoWever, the Minke 
assembly also requires that the dispensing lines from the tWo 
dispensers extend to the Water outlet end of the faucet, Where 
the soap or lotion is dispensed. The Minke unit is thus 
relatively limited in function, as it cannot be adapted for the 
installation of a retractable spray noZZle on a ?exible hose, 
as can the present modular assembly. Moreover, Minke does 
not provide for the capping of one or both sides of his 
assembly if the dispenser(s) is/are not needed. 

[0017] US. Pat. No. 5,465,749 issued on Nov. 14, 1995 to 
Bruce M. Sauter et al., titled “Top Mounting Faucet Assem 
bly,” describes an assembly having a top plate With anchor 
?ngers extending therebeloW. Tightening threaded fasteners 
from the top of the plate, locks the ?ngers against the 
underlying structure. Sauter et al. provide for an embodi 
ment having a single central faucet and mixer control valve, 
as is used in the present assembly as Well. HoWever, Sauter 
et al. route the Water supply lines through the left and right 
openings in the underlying structure, and through a manifold 
Within the single control valve embodiment. This precludes 
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the use of the openings to each side of the single faucet, for 
any purpose other than Water line connections. Thus, Sauter 
et al. cannot provide any other accessories With their faucet 
assembly. 

[0018] US. Pat. No. 5,660,203 issued on Aug. 26, 1997 to 
Werner Gnauert et al., titled “Deck-Mount Mixing-Faucet 
Assembly,” describes a single valve, single faucet assembly 
Which mounts to the underlying surface through a single 
hole or passage provided therethrough. Gnauert et al. pro 
vide a speci?c threaded mounting structure to secure their 
faucet assembly to the top of the surface, by securing it With 
a threaded fastener from beneath. Gnauert et al. do not 
disclose any additional holes or passages to either side of the 
single passage disclosed, and thus cannot add any other 
components laterally to their faucet assembly, as is provided 
by the present modular faucet assembly. 

[0019] US. Pat. No. 5,822,811 issued on Oct. 20, 1998 to 
Hsi-Chia Ko, titled “Extensible Faucet Structure Of Kitchen 
Cabinet,” describes an assembly having a single faucet and 
mixer control valve. Ko provides a sprayer extension from 
the faucet spigot, With the extension being connected to the 
mixer valve by a ?exible hose or line Which passes concen 
trically through the faucet noZZle or outlet, rather than from 
a separate ?tting on the ?xture body, as in the case of the 
present invention. Ko cannot provide additional accessories 
to either side of the central faucet and control valve, as he 
utiliZes those areas for attaching the assembly to the under 
lying sink or countertop structure. Ko does not provide any 
through passages in these areas, for the installation of other 
accessories. 

[0020] US. Pat. No. 5,906,319 issued on May 25, 1999 to 
Ronald D. CroWl, titled “Water/Soap Sprayer For Kitchen 
Faucets,” describes a single faucet and mixer valve assembly 
having a mobile spray attachment With a separate soap 
supply. TWo ?exible hoses or lines connect the sprayer 
attachment respectively to the central mixer valve and to the 
soap supply container. CroWl provides a separate passage 
through the sink backboard or countertop for his spray 
attachment, and only a conventional faucet and mixer valve 
assembly for providing Water How to his spray attachment. 
No additional passages through the faucet body assembly or 
escutcheon are disclosed by CroWl, Which precludes the 
installation of any accessories through the conventional 
passages in the sink top or countertop Which are used With 
the present modular faucet assembly. 

[0021] US. Pat. No. 6,000,626 issued on Dec. 14, 1999 to 
Dennis M. Futo et al., titled “Hand Operated Water Sprayer 
And Soap Dispenser,” describes a combination device hav 
ing a soap reservoir. Futo et al. do not disclose any means for 
mounting or attaching their sprayer to a sink, faucet assem 
bly, or any other structure. 

[0022] US. Pat. No. 6,370,712 issued on Apr. 16, 2002 to 
Leonard J. Burns et al., titled “Top Mount Plumbing Fix 
ture,” describes a speci?c structure for securing a plumbing 
?xture to a sink top or deck. The Burns et al. assembly uses 
a pair of projecting buttons Which expand laterally after 
being pushed through the sink top opening. Athreaded collar 
is then tightened to secure the assembly against the laterally 
projecting buttons. HoWever, Burns et al. only disclose a tWo 
valve handle assembly, With the laterally opposed hot and 
cold Water valves passing through the conventional passages 
in the sink top to either side of the central faucet. Accord 
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ingly, the Burns et al. assembly cannot provide for the 
modular installation of any other components thereWith. 

[0023] International Patent Publication No. 81/00,251 
published on Feb. 5, 1981 to Domingos A. Bahi, titled 
“Automatic Three-Duty Faucet,” describes an electrically 
poWered system for supplying liquid soap and antiseptic at 
the single Water faucet noZZle of the assembly. The contain 
ers for the various liquids are installed beneath the sink, and 
their supply lines extend upWardly through the single pas 
sage for the single faucet. No base With additional passages 
therein is disclosed by Bahi, and thus Bahi cannot provide 
for the installation of additional accessories With his system. 

[0024] Finally, International Patent Publication No. 00/45, 
071 published on Aug. 3, 2000 to American Standard 
International, titled “Faucet With One-Piece Manifold 
Body,” describes various embodiments of a faucet assembly 
having a single faucet and mixer valve control. American 
Standard discloses such a device With a spray attachment in 
FIGS. 17-23. HoWever, the manifold portion of the Ameri 
can Standard assembly is laterally asymmetric, With one 
laterally extending branch Which connects to one Water line, 
and With the second Water line connecting directly beneath 
the faucet and control valve. Only the overlying escutcheon 
of the assembly provides an appearance of symmetry, With 
the spray attachment extending upWardly from a hole or 
passage in the end of the escutcheon opposite the distal 
Water line connection. The American Standard assembly 
cannot provide a truly modular installation, as no means is 
provided for installing anything other than a Water line in 
one end of the device. In contrast, the present assembly is 
truly laterally symmetrical, With passages on each end 
providing for the installation of accessories therein as 
desired and With all Water lines for the present assembly 
passing upWardly through the center hole of the sink or 
countertop to connect to the single central valve mechanism 
and faucet. 

[0025] None of the above inventions and patents, taken 
either singly or in combination, is seen to describe the 
instant invention as claimed. Thus a modular faucet assem 
bly solving the aforementioned problems is desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0026] The present invention comprises a modular faucet 
assembly con?gured for installation upon a standard, con 
ventional sink top or countertop having a series of three 
equally spaced passages therethrough. The conventionally 
located passages in such sinks and countertops comprise a 
center passage for a single central faucet or spigot and left 
and right passages for Water control valves, With the left 
passage generally being used for the hot Water valve and the 
right passage for the cold Water valve. Where a single 
control valve is used, the Water lines may be routed through 
the left and right passages and into the faucet assembly, or 
may be routed through the single central passage. 

[0027] Where the Water lines both pass through the single 
central passage, the tWo outlying passages are unused in 
conventional installations. The present invention makes 
advantageous use of this situation, by providing a modular 
faucet assembly Which includes corresponding passages to 
each side of the central faucet and control valve. These 
faucet assembly passages are con?gured to align With the 
conventionally spaced sink or countertop passages (gener 
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ally tWo inches apart on center in relatively smaller bath 
room sinks, and four inches apart on center for larger 
kitchen, laundry, and other sinks) The corresponding pas 
sages through the sink or countertop and the present modular 
faucet assembly, provide for the installation of additional 
accessories or components, such as a liquid soap dispenser 
pump and/or retractable spray noZZle assembly, etc., as 
desired. 

[0028] The concentric left and right passages of the 
present modular faucet assembly and its underlying sink or 
countertop, also facilitate attachment of the device to the 
sink or countertop. Concentric threaded fasteners may be 
used to secure the corresponding accessories in the assem 
bly, as Well as to secure the assembly to the countertop or 
sink. If installation of an accessory in both the left and right 
ends of the assembly is not desired, a decorative closure cap 
or cover may be installed in lieu of an accessory, at either or 
both ends of the device as desired. 

[0029] Accordingly, it is a principal object of the invention 
to provide a modular faucet assembly having a single central 
faucet and mixer control valve thereWith, and incorporating 
left and right accessory passages thereWith Which register 
With the conventional passages of a sink top or countertop 
When the present assembly is installed thereWith. 

[0030] It is another object of the invention to provide such 
a faucet assembly Which includes at least one accessory 
installed in a corresponding one of the lateral passages of the 
assembly and underlying sink or countertop, With accesso 
ries such as liquid soap dispensing pumps and retractable 
spray noZZles being compatible With the present invention. 

[0031] It is a further object of the invention to provide 
such a faucet assembly Which may be con?gured for instal 
lation With a smaller bathroom sink having passages tWo 
inches apart on center, or With a larger kitchen or other sink 
having passages four inches apart on center. 

[0032] Still another object of the invention is to provide at 
least one decorative closure cap or the like for closing any 
unused accessory passages, in the event that an accessory or 
accessories is/are not installed With the present modular 
faucet assembly. 

[0033] It is an object of the invention to provide improved 
elements and arrangements thereof for the purposes 
described Which is inexpensive, dependable and fully effec 
tive in accomplishing its intended purposes. 

[0034] These and other objects of the present invention 
Will become readily apparent upon further revieW of the 
folloWing speci?cation and draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0035] FIG. 1 is an environmental, perspective vieW of a 
modular faucet assembly and corresponding accessories 
according to the present invention. 

[0036] FIG. 2 is a bottom, front perspective vieW of the 
present modular faucet assembly, shoWing accessory and 
installation details thereof. 

[0037] FIG. 3 is an exploded top, front perspective vieW 
of the present modular faucet assembly, shoWing the alter 
native installation of closure caps in place of accessory 
installation thereWith. 
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[0038] Similar reference characters denote corresponding 
features consistently throughout the attached drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0039] The present invention comprises a modular faucet 
assembly, for installation With a conventional sink or coun 
tertop having conventionally located passages for the Water 
lines supplying the faucet assernbly. Conventionally, such 
sinks and countertops are provided With a series of three 
passages through the horiZontal rear portion thereof, adja 
cent to the back of the sink. These passages comprise a 
central Water line passage through Which the Water lines 
extend from the left and right control valves to the faucet, 
and a left and a right passage to the respective sides of the 
central passage, through Which the hot and cold Water valves 
are installed, With the hot and cold Water lines connecting to 
the respective valves at each side. Any additional accessories 
desired for installation in the sink or countertop require that 
additional holes or passages be formed through the sink or 
countertop, thus requiring custom work and precluding any 
changes to the ?nal con?guration due to the additional holes 
made. 

[0040] With the development of faucet assernblies having 
a single, centrally disposed mixer control valve Which not 
only controls the total ?oW rate of the hot and cold Water, but 
also controls the mix of hot and cold Water as Well, the 
outlying left and right control valve passages are no longer 
needed for such in a conventional sink and countertop 
assembly. The present rnodular faucet assernbly rnakes 
advantageous use of the existing conventional passages, by 
providing a faucet assembly having corresponding left and 
right passages in Which various accessories may be installed. 

[0041] FIG. 1 of the draWings provides a perspective vieW 
of the present rnodular faucet assembly 10 installed to a 
conventional sink S. The sink S includes a sink basin B With 
a generally ?at, planar sink top T extending laterally from 
the upper edge of the sink basin B, primarily to the rear of 
the basin B. The rearWardly extending portion of the sink top 
T provides a mounting or attachrnent area for the present 
rnodular faucet assembly 10, or other faucet assembly. The 
rear portion of the sink top T conventionally includes a 
series of three holes or passages therethrough. The central 
passage C provides for the passage of hot and cold Water 
lines therethrough to the single, centrally located faucet 12 
of the faucet assembly 10, and the left and right passages L 
and R provides for the respective installation of hot and cold 
Water control valves therein, in a conventional installation. 

[0042] The installation of a faucet assembly having a 
single, central faucet and single, central rnixer control valve, 
results in the left and right passages L and R being unused 
for Water line installation. (In some ?xtures, the Water lines 
still extend through the left and right sink passages L and R, 
and connect to a manifold Within the ?xture, Which conveys 
the Water to the single central control valve.) In the present 
rnodular ?xture 10, both the hot and cold Water lines W1 and 
W2 extend through the central passage C, as indicated by 
their extension beneath the ?xture 10 as shoWn in FIG. 2 of 
the draWings. 

[0043] Yet, in many instances, consurners desire the instal 
lation of additional accessories (soap dispensers, spray 
noZZles, etc.) along the sink top. The installation of a 
conventional faucet assernbly, even one With a single faucet 
and single central Water control valve, requires that addi 
tional holes or passages be custom made in the sink top (or 
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countertop) for the installation of such accessories, as the 
conventional faucet assernbly does not include lateral pas 
sages therethrough Which align With the left and right 
passages in the sink top to provide the required ports or 
passages for the installation of such accessories. 

[0044] The present rnodular faucet assembly 10 provides 
a solution to this problem, by providing a laterally syrn 
rnetrical faucet base 14 With additional, laterally disposed 
left and right accessory passages, respectively 16 and 18, to 
each side of the single, centrally disposed faucet 12 and 
mixer control valve 20 extending therefrom. A central Water 
line passage 22 extends through the center of the base 12, for 
passage of the tWo Water lines W1 and W2 therethrough to 
the conventional rnixer control valve 20 located at the base 
of the faucet 12. The central Water line passage 22 is shoWn 
clearly in the bottom and front perspective vieW of FIG. 2 
of the draWings, With the left and right passages 16 and 18 
being visible in FIG. 3. No manifold is required With the 
present rnodular assembly 10, as the Water lines W1 and W2 
are routed through the central passage C of the sink top T or 
countertop and through the corresponding central passage 22 
of the modular assembly 10, When the assembly 10 is 
installed upon the sink top T. 

[0045] The various passages 16, 18, and 22 of the present 
rnodular faucet assembly 10 are preferably spaced and 
con?gured to align With the conventional spacing of the 
corresponding passages L, C, and R of a conventional sink 
S having three such passages formed in the top T thereof. 
When the present faucet assembly 10 is installed atop the 
sink top T or countertop having such conventionally posi 
tioned passages therethrough, the holes or passages 16, 18, 
and 22 of the ?xture 10 are in alignment and in registry With 
the corresponding holes or passages L, R, and C of the sink 
top T or countertop, Where the present ?xture is installed 
directly to a countertop. The left and right passages 16 and 
18 provided through the ends of the ?xture 10 and corre 
sponding left and right passages L and R through the sink top 
T or countertop, permit the installation of any of a number 
of various accessories through both the present rnodular 
?xture 10 and the sink top T or countertop as desired, 
Without any requirement for the formation of additional 
holes through the sink top T or countertop. 

[0046] Examples of accessories Which may be installed 
With the present rnodular faucet assembly 10, are illustrated 
in FIGS. 1 and 2 of the draWings. In FIGS. 1 and 2, a hand 
operated liquid soap dispenser pump 24 is installed through 
the left accessory passage of the faucet assembly 10, With a 
reservoir 26 extending doWnWardly beneath the sink top and 
through the left sink top passage L. The right sink top 
passage R and corresponding right accessory passage, have 
a retractable spray noZZle 28 installed therein. 

[0047] FIG. 2 provides a vieW of the underside of the 
modular assembly 10, shoWing hoW the various accessories 
are installed thereto, and also shoWing the attachment ?t 
tings for installing the assembly 10 and any accessories 
thereWith, to a sink top or countertop. In FIG. 2, a large 
diameter nut 30 and Washer 32 are used to secure the 
upWardly extending soap dispenser pump 24 to the faucet 
base 14. The soap reservoir 28 threads onto a ?tting extend 
ing from the bottom of the pump 24, Which passes through 
the left passages L and 16 formed respectively through the 
sink top S and faucet base 14. The nut 30 and Washer 32 are 
used to clamp the sink top T and/or countertop betWeen the 
Washer 30 and the underside of the faucet base 14, thereby 
locking the left end of the faucet base 14 to the sink top T 
or countertop. 
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[0048] A similar arrangement is used to secure the right 
side of the faucet base 14 to the sink top T or countertop, 
With a second large diameter nut 30 (Which may be identical 
to the left side nut 30 for the soap dispenser pump 24) used 
to secure the mounting base for the spray noZZle 28. The nuts 
30 have relatively large internal diameters, as do the various 
passages L, R, 16, and 18 of the sink top T and faucet base 
14. This alloWs the ?exible hose 34 of the spray noZZle 28 
to be easily pulled through the right hand passages R of the 
sink top T and 18 of the faucet base 14, to alloW a user to 
manipulate the device as desired. The spray noZZle hose 34 
is secured conventionally to an outlet beneath the faucet 
base 14, With a conventional diverter valve (not shoWn) 
providing control for any Water spray desired from the spray 
noZZle 28. 

[0049] Alternatively, it may be desired that either of the 
above described accessories be removed, or that neither be 
installed. Accordingly, a faucet base accessory passage 
closure cap 36 may be removably installed atop either or 
both ends of the faucet base 14 as desired, securing through 
the respective accessory passage 16 and/or 18. The acces 
sory passage attachment ?tting(s), e.g. retaining nut(s) 30, 
may be used to secure the corresponding closure cap 36 to 
the top of the faucet base 14, With the closure cap(s) 36 and 
corresponding nut(s) 30 serving to secure the faucet base 
assembly 14 to the sink top T or countertop as desired. FIG. 
3 of the draWings illustrates this embodiment of the inven 
tion, With the liquid soap reservoir 26 and spray noZZle 28 
shoWn in broken lines, removed from the faucet base 14 for 
installation of the faucet base accessory passage closure caps 
36. 

[0050] The present modular faucet assembly 10 may 
include other features conventionally found in single faucet 
and valve assemblies of the prior art. For example, a 
remotely actuated sink drain closure D may be installed in 
the bottom of the sink basin B, if so desired., as shoWn in 
FIG. 1 of the draWings. A conventional actuating rod 38 
extends upWardly from the back of the faucet 12 and control 
valve and lever 20, as shoWn in FIG. 3. The actuating rod 
38 extends doWnWardly through the faucet assembly 14, as 
shoWn in FIG. 3, and through the sink top T or countertop 
to engage With a conventional drain closure actuator mecha 
nism, e.g., lever, etc., Which passes through the drain pipe 
beloW the drain D of FIG. 1 to lift and loWer the drain 
closure D, as is knoWn in the art. 

[0051] The present modular faucet assembly 10 is particu 
larly Well suited for installation With a bathroom sink or the 
like, having sink top openings or passages L and R spaced 
tWo inches on center to each side of the central opening or 
passage C, i.e., the left and right passages L and R are spaced 
four inches apart on center from one another. Accordingly, 
a preferred embodiment of the present modular faucet 
assembly 10 has correspondingly spaced passages 16 and 
18, spaced tWo inches on center to each side of the central 
passage 22. These respective left, center, and right passages 
16, 22, and 18, and L, C, and R, align With one another When 
the faucet assembly 10 is placed atop the sink top T for 
installation thereto. 

[0052] Alternatively, the present modular assembly 10 
may be con?gured for installation upon a relatively larger 
kitchen or laundry sink, etc. Such sinks conventionally have 
their left and right passages spaced eight inches apart from 
one another, or four inches on center from the central 
passage. Oftentimes, a separate hole or passage must be 
provided in the sink top for the installation of a vent for a 
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dishWasher drain line or the like. The present modular faucet 
assembly 10 alloWs such a drain line vent to be installed at 
one of the tWo left or right passages 16 or 18 of the faucet 
base assembly 14 and corresponding left or right sink top or 
countertop passage, Without need to modify the sink top or 
countertop With an additional hole or passage therethrough. 
An accessory such as the liquid soap dispenser, Which is not 
normally used in kitchen sink installations, may be omitted 
in such an installation. It Will be seen that the spacing of the 
passages 16, 18, and 22 of the faucet base 14 of the present 
modular faucet assembly 14 is not critical, and may be 
arranged as desired to ?t any given spacing of corresponding 
passages in any type of sink as desired. 

[0053] In conclusion, the present modular faucet assembly 
provides a novel means for persons to customiZe a faucet 
and sink ?xture as desired, Without need for custom alter 
ation of the sink or countertop With additional holes or 
passages therethrough. The user of the present invention 
may arrange the accessories in any order or arrangement 
desired, using a standard sink and sink top and/or countertop 
With its conventionally placed holes or passages for Water 
lines, valves, ?ttings, etc. In the event that the user Wishes 
to change the arrangement of the accessories, eg a spray 
noZZle attachment previously used for Washing dishes Which 
is removed for the installation of an automatic dishWasher 
drain vent, it is a relatively simple matter to disconnect the 
?ttings as desired and reinstall the neW ?ttings, using the 
same accessory holes or passages 16 and/or 18 in the same 
faucet base 14. The present invention enables consumers to 
retain the same faucet assembly 10 regardless of any 
changes in the accessories desired thereWith. The present 
invention thus saves the consumer money, in that it is not 
necessary to purchase a different faucet assembly if acces 
sories are changed, nor is it necessary to customiZe the sink 
top or countertop by forming additional holes therethrough, 
or closing previously formed holes. 

[0054] If certain of the accessory passages of the present 
modular faucet assembly are not to be used, the closure caps 
provided as a part of the present invention enable the 
consumer to assemble the present device in place as desired, 
Without need for the installation of undesired accessories. 
Accordingly, the present modular faucet assembly Will 
prove to be very popular With homeoWners, plumbing con 
tractors, apartment managers, and any other persons Who 
have need of standardiZation in the plumbing ?eld and the 
corresponding savings in costs provided by such standard 
iZation. 

[0055] It is to be understood that the present invention is 
not limited to the embodiments described above, but encom 
passes any and all embodiments Within the scope of the 
folloWing claims. 

I claim: 
1. A modular faucet assembly comprising: 

a laterally symmetrical faucet base; 

a single, centrally disposed Water faucet extending from 
said faucet base; 

a single, centrally disposed hot and cold Water control 
valve extending from said faucet base; 

said faucet base further including a central Water line 
passage and a left and a right accessory passage there 
through; and 

a left and a right accessory passage attachment ?tting 
concentrically disposed With the corresponding said 
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left and right accessory passage, for securing said 
faucet base to an underlying structure. 

2. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 1, 
further including at least one accessory for modular instal 
lation in a corresponding said accessory passage of said 
faucet base. 

3. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 2, 
Wherein said at least one accessory comprises a liquid soap 
dispenser pump. 

4. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 2, 
Wherein said at least one accessory comprises a retractable 
spray noZZle. 

5. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 1, 
further including at least one removably installable faucet 
base accessory passage closure cap. 

6. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 5, 
Wherein said at least one faucet base accessory passage 
closure cap engages a corresponding said accessory passage 
attachment ?tting for securing said faucet base to the under 
lying structure When said at least one faucet base accessory 
passage closure cap is installed upon said faucet base. 

7. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 1, 
further including: 

a sink basin; 

a generally ?at, planar sink top extending at least rear 
Wardly and laterally from said sink basin; and 

said sink top having a central Water line passage and a left 
and a right accessory passage therethrough, respec 
tively aligned With said central Water line passage and 
said left and said right accessory passage of said faucet 
base When said faucet base is installed atop said sink 
top. 

8. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 7, 
Wherein said left and said right accessory passage of said 
faucet base and of said sink top are spaced tWo inches on 
center to each side of the respective said central Water line 
passage of said faucet base and of said sink top. 

9. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 7, 
Wherein said left and said right accessory passage of said 
faucet base and of said sink top are spaced four inches on 
center to each side of the respective said central Water line 
passage of said faucet base and of said sink top. 

10. The modular faucet assembly according to claim 7, 
further including: 

a remotely actuated sink drain; and 

a drain closure actuator mechanism disposed through said 
faucet base, and communicating With said sink drain 
for selectively opening and closing said sink drain as 
desired. 

11. Asink in combination With a modular faucet assembly 
installed thereWith, comprising: 

a sink basin; 

a generally ?at, planar sink top extending at least rear 
Wardly and laterally from said sink basin; 

said sink top having a central Water line passage and a left 
and a right accessory passage therethrough; 
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a laterally symmetrical faucet base; 

a single, centrally disposed Water faucet extending from 
said faucet base; 

a single, centrally disposed hot and cold Water control 
valve extending from said faucet base; 

said base further including a central Water line passage 
and a left and a right accessory passage therethrough; 

said central Water line passage, said left, and said right 
accessory passage of said faucet base aligning respec 
tively With said central Water line passage and said left 
and said right accessory passage of said sink top; and 

a left and a right accessory passage attachment ?tting 
securing said faucet base to said sink top at said left and 
said right accessory passage of said faucet base and of 
said sink top. 

12. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 11, further including at least one acces 
sory for modular installation in a corresponding said acces 
sory passage of said faucet base and said sink top. 

13. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 12, Wherein said at least one accessory 
comprises a liquid soap dispenser pump. 

14. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 12, Wherein said at least one accessory 
comprises a retractable spray noZZle. 

15. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 11, further including at least one remov 
ably installable faucet base accessory passage closure cap. 

16. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 15, Wherein said at least one faucet base 
accessory passage closure cap engages a corresponding said 
accessory passage attachment ?tting for securing said faucet 
base to said sink top When said at least one faucet base 
accessory passage closure cap is installed upon said faucet 
base. 

17. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 11, Wherein said left and said right 
accessory passage of said faucet base and of said sink top are 
spaced tWo inches on center to each side of the respective 
said central Water line passage of said faucet base and of said 
sink top. 

18. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 11, Wherein said left and said right 
accessory passage of said faucet base and of said sink top are 
spaced four inches on center to each side of the respective 
said central Water line passage of said faucet base and of said 
sink top. 

19. The sink and modular faucet assembly combination 
according to claim 11, further including: 

a remotely actuated sink drain; and 

a drain closure actuator mechanism disposed through said 
faucet base, and communicating With said sink drain 
for selectively opening and closing said sink drain as 
desired. 


